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1. Introduction
This toolkit has been created out of a piece of research for the Government Equalities Office,
which included a rapid evidence assessment of previous literature, 17 interviews with experts, and
a survey of 143 people doing work with men and boys. It is designed to be used by anyone
interested in learning more about how to engage effectively with men and boys about issues
connected to masculinity and gendered social norms. It is therefore particularly relevant for those
who do some form of work with men and boys in a professional or voluntary capacity and are
interested in thinking more about why and how to address masculine gender norms as part of
that. It could also be utilised by those who are already involved in specialist work with men and
boys focusing on gender-related issues, to gain new ideas and help develop their practice further.
However, gendered social norms affect all of us and are relevant to all of our lives, so aspects of
the toolkit could also be used by the general public more broadly to consider how to engage in
critical conversations with men and boys about gender.
The recommendations within this toolkit are therefore based on findings which are discussed in
the full research report from the project, entitled 'Changing gender norms: Engaging with men and
boys'.
The online version of the toolkit, which includes a downloadable poster and videos asking experts
why we should engage with men and boys about gender norms, can be viewed at
https://www.dur.ac.uk/criva/geotoolkit/.
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2. What are gender norms? Why do they
matter?


Gender norms are the accepted ideas of how women and men should be, and how they
should act, within a specific society or community; they help to define what is understood as
being ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ within a particular ‘reference group’. Whilst the norms we
seek to address through this toolkit tend to be those that are harmful, it should be
acknowledged that some can also have positive effects.



Gender norms change from culture to culture and over time, since they're based on the
expectations of societies that are constantly evolving. For example, in the UK and other
western societies most people usually consider pink to be a ‘girl's colour’, while blue is for
boys – but until the turn of the 20th century, the reverse was the case.



Gender norms are learnt early in life through the process of gender socialisation, which sets
common standards and expectations to which girls and boys, and, later, women and men,
should conform. These expectations are reinforced, often unwittingly, in various ways, for
example through different play environments, toys, clothing, differential treatment in nurseries
and schools, and gender-specific marketing.



As a result, as they grow up boys define themselves in large part in terms of their difference
from girls, and so have to avoid doing anything that is seen as ‘the kind of thing girls do’.
Instead, they are expected to be hard, cool, and competitive, and avoid showing any
weakness. Those who are seen as failing to live up to these dominant norms are often
criticised or ridiculed for crossing these boundaries.



These norms are also reflected in the well-known concept of the ‘Man Box’ - a set of rigid and
constraining expectations, which dictate that men should: be self-sufficient; look good; be the
‘breadwinner’; be heterosexual and homophobic; display sexual prowess; be prepared to use
violence; and control household decisions and women’s independence1.



Men subscribe to these norms to different extents (and some reject them completely), and
their relationship to the dominant norms varies considerably depending on factors such as
their ethnicity, class, sexuality, religion, disability, or gender identity. For instance, older
and/or disabled men often face a contradiction between the norms they may feel they are
expected to live up to, and their inability to do so in practice.

Heilman, B., Barker, G. and Harrison, A. (2017) The “man box”: A study on being a man in the US, UK, and Mexico.
Washington, DC and London: Promundo-US and Unilever - https://promundoglobal.org/resources/man-box-studyyoung-man-us-uk-mexico/
1
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Gender norms often reflect and reinforce unequal gender relations, usually to the
disadvantage of women and girls - and to men and boys who do not conform to the prevailing
expectations of masculinity.



Whilst individuals have their own attitudes and values, norms are also embedded in wider
organisations and social structures, and reflect the rules, laws, customs and ideologies of
different societies. Changing gender norms is therefore not just about changing individual
mindsets. It is also about taking into account broader social, economic and political processes
and trends. These may include technological development, demographic change,
globalisation, migration, conflicts, right-wing populism and religious fundamentalism.
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3. Some steps we can all take...
Gendered social norms shape all of our lives, and it is difficult to live outside of their influence. All
of us may contribute to some degree towards their reproduction in different ways. This also means
that there are things that all of us – not just practitioners, but society more broadly – can do to
challenge and change dominant gendered social norms, and shift them in more healthy and
egalitarian directions. The following are some suggestions for ways in which we can start trying to
do this.

Personal


Self-reflect on how our own attitudes, values and behaviours may be shaped by constraining,
oppressive or harmful norms about gender, such as the expectations we place on intimate
partners within relationships.



Consider the messages we are giving to children and young people about what it means to be
a man (and about gender more broadly) and how they might be contributing towards limiting
their expectations, ambitions or opportunities. For example: avoid treating boys and girls
differently in the types of behaviour you praise or discourage.



Question unequal or stereotypically gendered divisions of labour within our family and work
environments. For example: think about who takes responsibility for getting gifts for family
members or colleagues.



Encourage men and boys in our lives to become more actively involved in care work with
children and others. For example: taking responsibility for day-to-day childcare tasks such as
taking children to medical appointments.

Peer groups


Challenge the enforcement of gender norms among friends and within our peer groups. For
example: if you hear comments suggesting that certain behaviours are not ‘manly’ enough,
actively question them.



Take the emotions, vulnerabilities and difficulties experienced by men and boys seriously and
provide support where possible. For example: check in on how friends are doing if they seem
to be struggling.



Speak out about violence against women and girls and challenge the gender norms and
inequalities which underpin it. For example: call out harmful and sexist ways in which women
may be talked about among male friends or colleagues.
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Work and community


Act to make our workplaces inclusive and equitable environments in which gender
segregation and stereotypes are challenged wherever possible. For example: encourage your
employer to do more to tackle the gender pay gap and to help male employees take up caring
responsibilities.



Get involved in community groups and activities and encourage male peers to do the same
thing to try and reduce loneliness and social isolation among men. For example: make an
effort to reach out to people in your community who you feel might be isolated.



Support an organisation working with women and girls. For example: organise or take part in
fundraising activities.

Social change


Think critically about how different media sources may construct and reinforce certain
restrictive ideas about gender. For example: support and consume more media content made
by and about women and girls and LGBT people.



Support businesses which take positive action to challenge gender stereotypes and
inequalities. For example: promote them on social media.



Get involved in local and/or national initiatives and activities to counteract the impacts of
harmful gender norms and build gender equality. For example: start a campaign or discussion
group to raise awareness about gender norms in your own community, organisation or
workplace.



Campaign for legislative change for to explicitly address and shift gendered social norms
through policies. For example, put pressure on policymakers such as your local council or MP
to do more to tackle specific examples of gender inequality and harmful gender stereotypes.
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4. Starting points for conversations with men
and boys
Talking to men and boys about masculinity can sometimes seem like a daunting task, or
something which they will quickly turn off from. However, there are a wide range of different ways
in which men and boys can be engaged with about gender norms and the impacts that they have.
You may be surprised about the interest you receive when raising these important issues, which
men and boys often don’t have an opportunity to discuss (because to do so is frequently seen as
‘unmanly’ for example). The following are a series of points which can be used to help start
conversations with men and boys about gender norms – whether that’s in an organised
engagement setting, or in an everyday one-to-one chat.


Many of the things we take for granted about aspects of masculinity being ‘natural’ or ‘normal’
are in fact socially constructed (in other words, shaped and defined by society), and therefore
can and do change.



Gender norms can contribute towards significant harms experienced by everyone - from
mental health issues for men, to violence against women and girls.



Gender norms are not necessarily always harmful - some can have positive impacts.
However, it may not be helpful to have any set of expectations for how people should behave
based around gender, even if we see them as being positive or healthy.



Gender norms are built upon and reinforce social inequalities which give men more power in
society than women. However, individual men can still suffer in different ways as a result of
them, and some men have more power than others as a result of those social inequalities.



Men and boys should feel able to be whoever they want to be, and not feel constrained to
behave only in ways which are deemed to be ‘manly’.



Many men and boys are already challenging dominant social norms in a variety of ways, and
living their lives in ways which are kind, caring, egalitarian and peaceful.



Often our peers do not approve of harmful or oppressive behaviours as much as we think
they do - they are just waiting for someone to be the first one to step in and do something.



It can sometimes feel challenging and uncomfortable to raise and confront these issues, both
with ourselves and with other people, so one thing which can help is connecting with others
who are doing similar work.



It can feel overwhelming to see the size of the task that is needed, but small individual steps
all contribute in important ways to changing the bigger picture.



All of us contribute to reinforcing gendered social norms - and all of us can do things to
change them. Stereotypes can help our brains to make sense of the world in simple and easy
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to categorise ways, however sometimes we need to question the assumptions we hold if they
place limitations on other people or ourselves.
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5. Good practice pointers
There is a growing body of research evidence, including from this project, providing insights into
how to develop impactful work with men and boys to shift gendered social norms. The following
are some of the key principles which can contribute to effective interventions in this area:

Strategies for shifting norms


Wherever possible, interventions should be ongoing and in-depth rather than one-off or
tokenistic.



To have a lasting impact, interventions should be multifaceted and holistic rather than only
focusing on one possible level of change. This could include addressing ways in which
gender norms are reproduced at different levels and in different parts of an organisation, and
involving people from across the organisation in creating change (for example, within a school
context this is sometimes referred to as a ‘whole-school’ approach).



Gender-sensitive and gender-transformative approaches are best placed to address issues
connected to gender norms. This means both recognising and seeking to change the impacts
of gendered expectations and inequalities as part of interventions.



Where appropriate, influential figures and peers can be used to help instigate and model
norm change.

Engaging effectively


Adopt a positive approach to men and boys rather than one which is condemnatory or
‘lecturing’ towards them.



At the same time, challenge men and boys to take their share of responsibility for creating
change in social norms, rather than patronising or holding low expectations of them.



Provide safe, supportive and inclusive spaces for discussion, to help men and boys feel able
to open up and talk honestly about difficult subjects which are highly personal.



Whilst recognising the influence of wider society in cultivating unequal gender relations and
norms, encourage men to take responsibility and be accountable for their own behaviour.



Ensure women’s voices and experiences are heard within work with men and boys. For
example, it may be helpful to work in all-male groups sometimes, but it is still important to find
ways for men and boys to listen to women’s voices within such contexts.



Be prepared for how you will deal with problematic behaviours or attitudes you may encounter
when working with men and boys, such as sexist or homophobic comments, and avoid
colluding in such behaviour.
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Differences among men and boys


It is possible to engage with any men and boys about gender norms, however it is important
to do so in appropriate and relatable ways which are relevant to the group you are working
with.



Take into account the differences among men and boys when working with them, especially
in terms of power and inequalities based on, for example, social class, ‘race’ and ethnicity,
sexuality, age and dis/ability.



Work with boys from a young age in order to enable the best chance of creating long-term
changes in social norms.



Avoid separating yourself from other men and boys, as if you are in some way more
enlightened than them or not capable of making mistakes too.

Approaching work with men and boys


Working on gendered social norms is challenging, complex and long-term, but it is important
to recognise that change is possible when engaging with men and boys, that norms can and
do shift in positive directions, and that everyone has the potential to change.



Collaborate with and be accountable to women and women and girls’ organisations, to ensure
that gender inequalities are not being replicated in work with men and boys.



Help to build a movement – this work cannot be done only by relying on individual
personalities or by working in silos, there needs to be a groundswell of efforts to create
change.
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6. Some issues which might arise...
Gender norms are highly personal for each of us and deeply embedded in our societies, our dayto-day lives, and our minds. We can be heavily invested in these norms, as our sense of identity
and social status can be closely tied up with them. Challenging gender norms can therefore be
difficult and can present a range of barriers which need to be overcome. This section offers
suggestions for how to deal with some of the most common issues which can arise when
engaging with men and boys about gender.


Defensive responses and backlash – Try to focus on creating meaningful and productive
dialogue. Some mediums are easier than others for doing this, for example individual face-toface conversations are likely to yield more nuanced and constructive discussions than ones
over social media.



Making it ‘all about men’ – Working with men and boys is important in and of itself, but should
be done in reference to and in conversation with women and girls' organisations, and
recognising the context of wider social inequalities.



Raising sensitive topics – Discussing issues related to masculinity can bring out difficult
issues and experiences for men and boys so it is important to be sensitive to this, support
participants when they need it, and point them towards relevant services if needed (some of
which are listed in the next section).



Blaming individual men – Recognise that all men need to be involved in change, not only
those engaging in the most unhealthy or harmful behaviours.



Blaming women – Whilst all of society plays a part in reinforcing harmful gender norms, men
must be encouraged to take responsibility for their own behaviour.



Becoming despondent about possibilities for change – This work can be difficult, so self-care
and caring for others is a crucial aspect of it, as well as remembering and providing examples
of how positive change can and does happen.



Problematic behaviours – In the process of delivering this work harmful, prejudiced or
oppressive attitudes and behaviours may be encountered, and it is important to challenge
these where possible, rather than dismissing or colluding in them.



Challenges to messages – Participants may not always agree with messages about changing
gendered social norms, which is why encouraging a dialogue based upon critical thinking is
so important. People may have personal experiences which differ from the broader picture, so
it is important to illustrate how these fit into a wider context in which social structures and
norms follow certain patterns in relation to gender, even if these do not always apply in the
same way for everyone.



Unaccountable and unreflective practice – Unfortunately there are examples of men involved
in this field using violence and abuse themselves, or using women’s ideas as their own and/or
receiving more credit than women for doing the same work for example. It is therefore
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important to continuously examine our own attitudes and behaviours too, and make ourselves
accountable to others to ensure we are not replicating unequal gendered power dynamics.


Lack of wider organisations or services – There might not be much support available in the
local area for a specific issue. However, rather than expressing frustrations at women’s
organisations for not providing particular services for men, encourage men to instead ask
what would be needed for appropriate services for men to be available in a given area or for a
particular issue.



Work with men and boys being dominated by individual stars or personalities – This work
should not primarily be about personal fame or benefit for men involved in it, so it is important
to remember that it is a collective effort for social change rather than one defined by individual
figureheads.
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7. Examples of interventions with men and
boys
Below is a list of organisations that were recommended by participants during the research project
as examples of positive interventions with men and boys in the UK. Inclusion here does not,
however, represent endorsement by Durham University or the Government Equalities Office. The
list is not intended to be comprehensive, but to illustrate a sample of the range of work being done
with or related to men and boys and gender norms in the UK.

7.1 Early childhood


Early Education - national charity supporting early years practitioners with training, resources
and professional networks, and campaigning for quality education for the youngest children.
https://www.early-education.org.uk



Let Toys be Toys - campaign calling on toy and publishing industries to stop limiting
children’s interests by promoting some toys and books as only suitable for girls, and others
only for boys. http://www.lettoysbetoys.org.uk



Men into Childcare York - network and support group aiming to encourage more men to
choose childcare as a career option. http://www.men-into-childcare.org.uk



Men in the Early Years (MITEY) - campaign and grassroots national network providing
accessible information, resources and support for men interested in, or already working in,
early years careers. https://www.miteyuk.org

7.2 Education


Changing Relations - an art-based education and training Community Interest Company that
challenges thinking around gender norms, gender equality and healthy relationships, using
creative methods to provide original educational and training resources.
http://www.changingrelations.co.uk



Everyday Sexism project - catalogues instances of sexism experienced on a day to day
basis. https://www.everydaysexism.com



Lifting Limits - provides educators with the skills and resources to recognise and address
gender bias. Whole-school approach integrates gender equality into the school curriculum,
ethos and routines: equipping staff and pupils to recognise, discuss and challenge
stereotypes and inequalities. https://www.liftinglimits.org.uk



Sapere - national charity supporting Philosophy for Children (P4C). Promotes philosophical
enquiry and reflection in education by providing high-quality P4C training and sustaining P4C
practice through continuous professional development. https://www.sapere.org.uk
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Wise Guys Training - supports those who work with boys and men to understand and
engage with them more effectively. Provides workshops and training sessions.
https://wiseguys.training



Gender Action - a schools award programme which promotes a whole-school approach to
challenging stereotypes and putting gender equality at the heart of policy and practice.
https://www.genderaction.co.uk

7.3 Young men


Future Men - (formerly Working With Men) specialist charity that supports boys and men
along the path to becoming dynamic future men, whilst addressing stereotypes around
masculinity and engaging in the wider conversation of what it means to be a man. Provides
structured school programmes, youth hubs, individual one-to-one sessions, outreach work,
support and advocacy. https://futuremen.org



Good Lad Initiative - mission to promote positive, gender equal relationships; transform the
behaviours, attitudes and skills of men and boys; and motivate them to become agents of
positive change within their communities. Provide workshops to universities, schools and
workplaces to engage men and boys in conversations about gender.
https://www.goodladinitiative.com



YouthAction - YouthAction Northern Ireland is a leading youth work charity. Aims to create
opportunities for young men to have their voices heard; gain a better understanding of
masculinity and its impact on young men; carry out research and pilot projects; work in
partnership with locally based organisations; increase relevant knowledge and skills amongst
those who work with young men; and inform policy makers and curriculum on issues affecting
young men. https://www.youthaction.org

7.4 Fatherhood


Dad’s Rock - aims to improve outcomes for children across Scotland to ensure the best start
in life by providing support to dads and families, through workshops, playgroups, work in
schools, and mentoring for young dads. https://www.dadsrock.org.uk



Dads Work - a community project in East Lothian working with fathers and male care givers.
It provides support groups, positive parenting classes, workshops on the role of fathers, home
visits, trips and outings for fathers and their children. http://www.dadswork.co.uk



Father’s Network Scotland - works with a wide range of organisations to help them support
dads. Offers a range of services including training, consultancy, events, research and media
work. http://www.fathersnetwork.org.uk



Fatherhood Institute - national think-tank which provides research on fathers and their
impact on children and mothers; reports on and develops approaches to engaging with
fathers mainly in the health, education and family sectors; offers training, consultancy and
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publications on father-inclusive practice; and lobbies for changes in law, policy and practice.
http://www.fatherhoodinstitute.org


Lads Need Dads - offers a male-led group Mentoring Programme; bush-craft survival training
and outdoor activities; ongoing support and life-skills training; leadership and peer mentoring.
https://www.ladsneeddads.org



Yorkey Dads - aims to create a safe, engaging and supportive environment for dads,
grandads, male carers and dads-to-be, and to connect dads in and around the York area
through meet ups, activities, events and online support.
https://yorkeydads.wixsite.com/yorkeydads

7.5 Older men


Age UK - the country's largest charity dedicated to helping everyone make the most of later
life, and providing companionship, advice and support for older people who need it most.
Have initiated research and campaigns about older men’s experiences.
https://www.ageuk.org.uk



Men's Sheds Association - provides support and guidance to individuals and groups across
the UK in starting and managing Men’s Sheds. Raises awareness of the social and health
benefits of Men’s Sheds in reducing isolation, loneliness and in empowering local
communities. https://www.menssheds.org.uk

7.6 Men’s health


Andy’s Man Club - groups for men across the UK to talk about mental health issues.
Creators of the #ItsOKtoTalk campaign. http://www.andysmanclub.co.uk



Being Mankind - aims to use men’s stories to ignite conversations among young people
around the meaning of masculinity, humanity and equality. https://www.beingmankind.org



Brothers in Arms - awareness-raising website to represent men in Scotland and start the
conversation about male suicide through digital tech, films and social media.
https://www.brothersinarmsscotland.co.uk



The Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM) - charity dedicated to preventing male
suicide. Provides a free and confidential helpline and webchat, supportive spaces in
workplaces, universities, pubs, clubs and prisons across the country, and campaigns to
spread awareness of suicide. http://www.thecalmzone.net



Heads Together - a mental health initiative which combines a campaign to tackle stigma with
fundraising for a new mental health services. Programmes include: workplace wellbeing;
mentally healthy schools; working with the armed forces community; mental health
innovations; and supporting maternal mental health. https://www.headstogether.org.uk
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Men’s Health Forum - national charity undertaking research; raising awareness (e.g. through
Men’s Health Week); advocating for men’s health; sharing and encouraging good practice;
and providing health information and advice. https://www.menshealthforum.org.uk



Men's Development Network - works with men in the Republic of Ireland and Northern
Ireland at various levels including one-to-one, developmental, parenting, behaviour change
group work, training, phone line support and awareness raising. Projects include the Men’s
Development Programme, Men’s Health Programme, Mend Domestic Violence Intervention
Programme, Men’s Advice Line and Men’s Counselling Service. https://mens-network.net

7.7 Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender men


Galop - gives advice and support to LGBT+ people who have experienced hate crime, sexual
violence or domestic abuse. Also supports lesbian, gay, bi, trans and queer people who have
had problems with the police or have questions about the criminal justice system.
http://www.galop.org.uk



LGBT Foundation - national charity delivering advice, support and information services to
lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans (LGBT) communities. https://lgbt.foundation



Switchboard - provides a one-stop listening service for LGBT+ people on the phone, by
email and through instant messaging. https://switchboard.lgbt

7.8 Violence


Caring Dads - a group intervention programme for men who have abused or neglected their
children or exposed them to domestic violence. https://www.caringdads.org



Glow - charity working throughout Staffordshire to end relationship abuse. Includes education
programmes (Relationships without Fear), and a support service for men.
https://www.findtheglow.org.uk/home/



Mankind Initiative - helpline and support for male victims of domestic abuse and domestic
violence across the UK. http://www.mankind.org.uk



Men’s Advice Line - confidential helpline for men experiencing domestic violence from a
partner or ex-partner (or from other family members). http://www.mensadviceline.org.uk



Mentors in Violence Prevention Scotland - a peer mentoring programme using the
bystander approach that gives young people the chance to explore and challenge the
attitudes, beliefs and cultural norms that underpin gender-based violence, bullying and other
forms of violence. http://mvpscotland.org.uk



Respect - UK domestic abuse charity, leading the development of safe and effective work
with perpetrators, with young people who are abusive, and with male victims. Offers
accreditation of specialist services; provides training for individuals and organisations working
in the sector; works in partnership with others to innovate and develop practice; lobbies
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influencers to improve policy and practice; supports research and fundraising. Also runs
Men’s Advice Line. http://respect.uk.net


Survivors UK - information, support and counselling for men and boys who have been raped
or sexually abused. http://www.survivorsuk.org



White Ribbon UK - part of the global movement to end male violence against women. Works
with men and boys to challenge male cultures that lead to harassment, abuse and violence.
The White Ribbon Accreditation programme ensures organisations take a strategic approach
to ending male violence against women. https://www.whiteribbon.org.uk



Zero Tolerance - a Scottish charity working to tackle the causes of violence against women
and girls by promoting gender equality and challenging attitudes which normalise violence
and abuse. https://www.zerotolerance.org.uk
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8. Key resources
The resources below are suggested as some starting points for further exploring and discussing
issues around gendered social norms and masculinity. Again, this list is not intended to be
comprehensive, but offers a range of additional materials which may be useful tools for those
working with men and boys or interested in finding out more about specific issues related to
masculine gender norms.

8.1 Theory of social and gender norms


Cislaghi, B. and Heise, L.C. (2016) Measuring gender-related social norms. Technical Report.
London: London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine http://strive.lshtm.ac.uk/system/files/attachments/STRIVE%20Norms%20Report%201.pdf



Kedia, S. and Verma R. (2019) Gender norms and masculinities. London: ALIGN Platform https://www.alignplatform.org/masculinities-guide



Marcus, R. and Harper, C. (2015) How do gender norms change? London: Overseas
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8.5 Videos for discussion


Axe: “Is it okay for guys…” - on how men have been told to behave, and the questions men
ask - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WySfa7x5q0



Good Lad Initiative: Working with boys in schools on gender norms https://www.bbc.com/ideas/videos/why-the-phrase-man-up-is-so-destructive/p06sdqg6/player



Jackson Katz: Violence against women - it's a men's issue https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTvSfeCRxe8



MenCare: A Global Fatherhood Campaign - https://men-care.org/resources/?type=video



MenEngage Alliance: Male and female voices around the world on why gender equality
matters - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVlnNplYQ7A&t=2s



Open University: ‘Beyond Male Role Models’ project - http://mediapodcast.open.ac.uk/feeds/HSC-external-internetpodcasts/20150811T111022_nc_2015_beyond_male_vid002-640x360.m4v



Samaritans: Real People, Real Stories Campaign to encourage men to seek help https://www.samaritans.org/support-us/campaign/real-people-real-stories/



Thames Valley Police: Consent and tea - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZwvrxVavnQ



Tony Porter: A call to men (on the Man Box) https://www.ted.com/talks/tony_porter_a_call_to_men?language=en



University of Bristol/Age UK: Videos on older men who are single or living alone; gay men and
loneliness in later life; and older male carers and loneliness - https://www.ageuk.org.uk/ourimpact/policy-research/older-men-at-the-margins-how-men-combat-loneliness-in-later-life/



White Ribbon Canada: Boys Don’t Cry campaign https://www.whiteribbon.ca/boysdontcry.html
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9. Other useful toolkits
A range of toolkits have been put together in recent years which address some of the specific
issues related to engaging with men and boys about masculine gender norms in more depth.
Below is a list of some of the most relevant ones which might be useful for those doing some form
of work with men and boys.


AGENDA Wales: A young people’s guide to making positive relationships matter http://agenda.wales



ALIGN Toolkits: Programmes on gender norms and masculinities, Overseas Development
Institute - https://www.alignplatform.org/resources/2019/08/toolkits-programmes-gendernorms-and-masculinities



Berkowitz, A., A grassroots guide to fostering healthy norms to reduce violence in our
communities: Social norms toolkit - http://socialnorms.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/Social_Norms_Violence_Prevention_Toolkit.pdf



Bicchieri, C., Why do people do what they do? A social norms manual for Zimbabwe and
Swaziland - https://www.alignplatform.org/resources/2019/08/why-do-people-do-what-theydo-social-norms-manual-zimbabwe-and-swaziland



Gender Action Resource Library: A collection of resources, reports and guidance on
challenging gender stereotyping in education and early years settings https://www.genderaction.co.uk/online-resources#audioandvideo



IMAGINE Toolkit for engaging boys and young men to prevent sexual harassment and sexual
violence against women and girls - https://mfj.se/assets/uploads/2018/06/imagine-reportv13.pdf



Let Toys Be Toys: Resources for schools - http://lettoysbetoys.org.uk/schools/



Män, #After MeToo: Reflective groups for men https://mfj.se/assets/uploads/2018/12/reflective-groups-guide-man.pdf



MenEngage Alliance, Accountability training toolkit http://menengage.org/resources/menengage-alliance-accountability-training-toolkit-secondedition-january-2018/



Men’s Health Forum, ‘How to…’ guides, including: How to make weight-loss services work for
men; How to engage men in self-management support; How to make mental health services
work for men - https://www.menshealthforum.org.uk/how-guides



Promundo-US, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Manhood 2.0: A curriculum promoting
a gender-equitable future of manhood - https://promundoglobal.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/Manhood-2.0-Curriculum.pdf
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REDMAS, Promundo, EME, Program P: A manual for engaging men in fatherhood,
caregiving, maternal and child health - https://men-care.org/resources/program-p/



XY Online, Engaging men in preventing men’s violence against women and/or building
gender equality: Practical guides, manuals, and curricula,
http://xyonline.net/content/engaging-men-preventing-mens-violence-against-women-and-orbuilding-gender-equality



Zero Tolerance, Just like a child: Respect gender equality in the early years – A guide for
childcare professionals - https://www.zerotolerance.org.uk/resources/Just-Like-a-Child.pdf
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Annex I: A to Z of engaging men and boys poster
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